Abstract-We present uncertainties associated with the measurement of coniferous needle-leaf optical properties (OPs) with an integrating sphere using an optimized gap-fraction (GF) correction method, where GF refers to the air gaps appearing between the needles of a measured sample. We used an optically stable artificial material simulating needle leaves to investigate the potential effects of: 1) the sample holder carrying the needles during measurements and 2) multiple scattering in between the measured needles. Our optimization of integrating sphere port configurations using the sample holder showed an underestimation of the needle transmittance signal of at least 2% in flat needles and 4% in nonflat needles. If the needles have a nonflat cross section, multiple scattering of the photons during the GF measurement led to a GF overestimation. In addition, the multiple scattering of photons during the optical measurements caused less accurate performance of the GFcorrection algorithms, which are based on the assumption of linear relationship between the nonGF-corrected signal and increasing GF, resulting in transmittance overestimation of nonflat needle samples. Overall, the final deviation achieved after optimizing the method is about 1% in reflectance and 6% in transmittance if the needles are flat, and if they are nonflat, the error increases to 4%-6% in reflectance and 10%-12% in transmittance. These results suggest that formulae for measurements and computation of coniferous needle OPs require modification that includes also the phenomenon of multiple scattering between the measured needles.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
ECENT methods for measuring the narrow leaf optical properties (OPs), with special attention on nonflat nonbifacial coniferous needle leaves (e.g., Norway spruce needles), have been reviewed [1] . Based on the outcomes of this review, we propose an experimental setup optimizing the "Mesarch et al."'s needle-leaf OPs measurement approach [2] . The proposed experiment addresses the following objectives: 1) to investigate a potential influence of the sample holder's presence on the measured leaf reflectance ( ) and transmittance ( ) and 2) to investigate the effect of varying gap fraction (GF) and multiple scattering between neighbor needles, focusing on: a) the influence of the needle crosssection shape and b) the distance between the needles in the sample. In case of a needle cross-section influence, we hypothesize that higher occurrence of small illumination incident angles, caused by a circular or rhomboidal needle cross-section shape, increases multiple scattering between the measured needles. In other words, the photons hitting the needle surface in a direction different from the normal to the needle surface have higher probability to interact with needles in their near neighbourhood [2] . Simultaneously, we hypothesize that an increasing distance between the needle sample elements (larger air gaps) decreases the probability of multiple scattering in between them [2] .
After analyzing the experimental results, we outline the recommendations for the best practice ensuring reliable measurements of coniferous needle OPs.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Artificial Needle Leaves
To carry out our analyses, we used artificial needle leaves of 1-mm width that were cut-off from two types of materials of known and . Contrary to real leaves, both materials were optically stable over time, i.e., temporally nondegrading (at least during the experiments) ensuring that measured and of the same material would result in similar material uncertainty. Also, assuming that the and were inherent properties of the material itself, the OPs obtained from the artificial needle samples were fully comparable with OPs measured on uncut "broad-leaf-like" pieces of the same material. This study focuses on the estimation of errors from the measuring technique; thus, not reproducing exactly the spectral signatures of real needles is not affecting the conclusions of this study.
The first selected material was a green-colored plastic (0.1-mm thick) with OPs similar to the photographic film used by "Mesarch et al." [2] . This material simulated what we call "flat narrow leaves" (e.g., geometrical shape similar to grass, mesquite leaflets, etc.). The second material was a green silicon mat (1.0-mm thick) that simulated what we call "nonflat narrow needle leaves" (i.e., leaves of many coniferous species). The silicon was chosen due to a suitable transmittance (up to 50% below 800 nm) and a thickness comparable to the real coniferous needles, e.g., Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) needles. "Broad-leaf-like" pieces of each material (uncut) were measured and used as a reference.
B. Measurement Protocol for Narrow-Leaf OPs
For our analysis, we followed the five steps as summarized in the Mesarch et al.'s [2] approach for measuring narrow-leaf and . The OPs were measured using a spectroradiometer (ASD FieldSpec 3) coupled with a portable single-beam ASD leaf-integrating sphere [ASD 190 RTS-3ZC; Fig. 1(b) ]. During the measurements, the flat plastic and silicon needles were placed in a sample holder similar to the one described in [4] that was specially machined to fit the integrating sphere. The holder consists of two 1-mm-thick optically flat (black-painted) metallic plates and a central aperture larger than the sample port (16.5 mm in diameter) [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The holder shape fits firmly to the sphere sample ports, ensuring consistent OPs measurements from both sides [ Fig. 1 (a) and (b)]. A laser pointer located above the sphere light source assembly ensured no misplacement of the lamp assembly during measurements. To prevent residual light leaks, the integrating sphere was covered with a black, low-reflecting cloth during all optical measurements. A light tunnel of the length equal to the diameter of the ASD-integrating sphere was introduced for measurements to ensure that the same sample area of comparable size is being illuminated and measured during both and readings. Masks mimicking the shape and size of the sample illumination area were built from a black-painted paper. Digital images of the masked sample holder aperture (i.e., the area presenting the needles during the optical measurements) were acquired with a double-lamp scanner (EPSON Perfection TM 4490 PHOTO) and stored in an 8-bit gray-scale format. During the sample scanning, masks were precisely aligned and fixed to the sample holder plates, and these were positioned using references previously marked on the scanner window in order to minimize misplacements. All these steps contributed to the optimization of the optical measurements and scanning protocol and improved repeatability. We used the images to estimate the sample GF, defined as the ratio of the total gap area between the needles to the total measurement area. The total number of gap pixels in the masked image was calculated by applying a "white-pixel-threshold" to discriminate gap pixels from needle pixels [2] using the image processing software GIMP 2.6, GNU. We will refer to this computed GF as . The measurement area, i.e., size of the illuminating beam, was slightly different in and modes (9 and 7 mm in diameter, respectively), which required one and one mask and resulted in two values per sample. The measured spectra and were introduced in the GF-correction formulae [2] to compute the individual-needleleaf directional-hemispherical (1) and (2) per sample per spectral waveband as in and where is the of individual needles, is the through individual needles, and is the of the integrating sphere wall (assumed to be close to 1, i.e., 100%). The and variables are the samples and , respectively, computed as the recorded total reflected and transmitted radiation, including the photons lost or added by the air gaps, but corrected for the stray light and normalized to the reflectance of a white reference panel (cf., Appendix I).
A summary of the experimental setup followed to achieve our objectives is presented in Fig. 2 . For simplicity, from now on, we will refer to Mesarch et al. [2] as Mesarch, to avoid repeating continuously the same reference.
C. Effect of the Sample Holder
Prior to the needle-leaf OPs measurements, we measured the reference and signal of 10 samples of uncut pieces from both artificial materials: flat plastic and silicon. The sample sizes were bigger than the measurement area [i.e., size of the illuminating beam; Fig. 3 (a) and (d)] and for simplicity we will refer to them as to broad-leaf samples. Their OPs were measured without the special sample holder, following the standard leaf measurement protocol recommended by the integrating sphere manufacturer.
To test the effect of the sample holder, each broad-leaf sample was subsequently placed between the sample holder plates (SH) and then its and were measured using four sample holder scenarios. These scenarios consisted of modified configurations of the integrating sphere ports (Table I ). In the first scenario the sample holder was used only for holding the sample at the sample port. In the three remaining scenarios, however, the stray light (STR) or "white reference" (REF) measurements also involved placing the sample holder at the corresponding port, i.e., an empty sample holder was placed at the sample port or in front of the white reference while acquiring STR or REF measurements (Table I and Appendix I). The root mean square errors per scenario from the resulting averaged and were then computed for each material by using: where is the mean or of 10 samples per scenario at wavelength for one of the two materials, refers to the sample holder scenario number ( ), and ( ) is the corresponding mean or of 10 samples at the same wavelength and for the same material. The wavelength varies from 450 to 1700 nm. The spectral range below 450 and above 1700 nm was removed due to an insufficient signal-to-noise ratio caused by the spectroradiometer and integrating sphere.
Finally, for each material, the scenario corresponding to the minimal error was selected as the optimal measuring setup and used for OPs measurements of needle samples.
D. Effect of the Multiple Scattering Between Neighbor Needles
To test the two hypotheses concerning the impact of multiple scattering of light, we built nine needle-sample scenarios with artificial needles. A needle sample is composed of several needles built from a specific needle cross-section type, which are placed parallel to each other at a specific distance inside the sample holder plates. The scenarios, called F1, F2, F3, S1, S2, S3, Rh1, Rh2, and Rh3, were built by combining the three crosssection types (flat-, squared-, or rhomboidal-Rh) and three air-gap distances [ (e.g., F1); ; and ]. The flat cross section ( ) corresponds to flat plastic needles [ Fig. 3(b) , (e), and (h)], the squared cross section ( ) corresponds to silicon needles positioned inside the sample holder with two needle sides lying on the sample holder plates and parallel to them [ Fig. 3(b) , (e), and (h)], and the rhomboidal cross section (Rh) corresponds to silicon needles positioned inside the sample holder with no needle sides parallel to the sample holder plates [ Fig. 3(c) , (f), and (i)]. Two sewing needles (commercial steel dressmaker pins of size no. 12, 19 mm in length and 0.5 mm in diameter) were pushed through the upper and lower ends of each artificial needle to ensure the desired alignment of silicon needles in the sample. Achieving the aimed gap distances between the sample needles required positioning them very carefully using previously marked references on the sample holder plates. However, manual handling of the small needle elements is extremely difficult and small misplacements are practically unavoidable. Consequently, the real achieved gap distances between needles in a sample can differ slightly from the theoretical values aimed for each scenario (0.5, 1.0, or 1.5 mm). We will refer to this error as the best-effort-handling deviation (BEHD). Also, the selection of the gap distances was driven by the BEHD, as it was not feasible to place needles at a distance smaller than half their width with a sufficient accuracy. After several trials, the smallest gap distance considered was 0.5 mm, i.e., half the needle width (the half-width of Rh cross-section needle is slightly larger, being equal to 0.7 mm). Our hypothesis regarding the BEHD is that it increases for the same needle crosssection scenario ( , , or Rh) with decreasing gap distance (starting from 1.5-1.0 to 0.5 mm) and due to the handling difficulty it is bigger for Rh than for and for the same gap-distance scenarios. We opted for building our analysis on the gap distance between the needles instead on the GF size used by Mesarch because computing the sample GF (i.e., the ratio of the Fig. 2 . Experimental setup: (*) these scenarios refer to the nine needle-sample scenarios (F1, F2, F3, S1, S2, S3, Rh1, Rh2, and Rh3) built to analyze the "effect of multiple scattering" (Section II-D). The scenarios were built by combining three cross-section types (flat-, squared-, or rhomboidal-Rh) and three air-gap distances, (index (e.g., F1), , and ). Best outputs from the "effect of sample holder" analysis (Section II-C), and , are used as references for the "OPs validation" of the GF-correctedneedle-OPs computed per scenario ( and ; Section II-E). Best outputs from the "scan-and image-processing sensitivity analysis" (Appendix II) are used as final scanning and processing settings for the "sample scanning" and "GF computation through image processing" for all samples of the nine needle-sample scenarios. , sample holder is used, e.g., in " " the sample holder is holding the sample; in " " the sample holder plate is between the port and the white reference. Ports A-E correspond to the ASD integrating sphere ports (ASD 190 RTS-3ZC). Scenario 1 is the starting scenario and the one used by Mesarch et al. [2] . In Scenario 2, we only add a sample holder plate to the W (i.e., sample holder plate between the sphere and the W). Scenarios 3 and 4 (not shown) correspond to the same setup as Scenarios 1 and 2, respectively, but adding an empty sample holder at the corresponding empty port during the STR signal measurements in both (Refl. mode) and in (Trans. mode). Refer to Appendix I for details about these configurations.
total gap area between the needles to the total measurement area) is, first, not visually straightforward (i.e., requires computing the area of polygon-shaped air gaps intersected by a circular light beam [ Fig. 3(b) and (c)] and second, sample-dependent (each needle size is different when using in-vivo coniferous needles). This means that, once the needles are detached from the shoot and placed inside the sample holder, several trial and error realignments and GF-computations per sample are needed to approximate the desired GF. For real needles, where the foliar tissue degradation starts several minutes after detachment from the shoot, this adjustment procedure might result in degraded biochemistry and structure [5] .
We prepared 10 samples for each of the nine scenarios and measured their OPs reproducing the best sample-holder scenario resulting from the sample holder effect analysis. In all cases, the spectral range below 450 and above 1700 nm was again removed because of large noise.
After the OPs measurements, three GF values were computed for each and mode: , , and . The and are theoretical GFs computed per scenario by using simple trigonometry based on the known size of the illuminated area (represented by the or mask), the needles, and the air-gaps corresponding to each scenario. Due to the BEHD, the real sample GF differs slightly from the . To compute the and , each sample was masked, scanned, and digitally processed (Section II-B). We identified the optimal scan settings [resolution ( ), brightness ( ) and contrast ( )] and the "white-pixel-threshold" value ( ), required to discriminate the air gap and needle pixels in the digital image (cf., Appendix II).
Finally, based on Mesarch's definition of the "true" GF, we computed the per sample of each scenario. This computation consists in substituting the GF-corrected spectrum of an individual needle, (2) , by its corresponding broad-leaf "true" ("nongap") spectrum, and in extracting the GF value from the equation. The is assumed to be equal to since, after the GF correction, both quantities should represent the inherent OP of the measured material [2] . This way the can be extracted through
The same strategy is applied in case of to compute the . The GF is extracted from Mesarch's formula (1) as To neutralize the sample holder's effect affecting , in (4), we used the resulting from the best sample holder scenario (Section II-C) instead of the broad-leaf . Using spectra measured under the same sample holder scenario ensures that the reference is equally affected by the same holder's effect. The same applies for in (5) . Since the thickness of a rhomboidal needle is not exactly the same as the thickness of a flat silicon broad-leaf ("nongap") sample, the concept of applied to the rhomboidal cross-secton samples might be slightly biased. Mean volumes of a squared cross-section needle sample and a rhomboidal one are, however, equivalent, and thus we assume that absorption of a rhomboidal needle ( ) is comparable to the absorption of a flat silicon broadleaf ( ) one, especially at wavelengths with prevailing light scattering and low absorbance. According to [2] , the three-dimensional profile of nonflat needle cross section (e.g., circular, semicircular, or rhomboidal) increases the probability of photon multiple scattering between the measured elements especially if the needles are close to each other (i.e., at small gap distance). The scattered light can escape from or be introduced into the integrating sphere during measurements, subtracting or adding a certain amount of photons to the recorded optical signals. This effect is not taken into account in Mesarch's formulae [cf., (1) and (2)], since the fraction of incoming light passing through the sample air gaps, for which the signal has to be corrected, is calculated based on a two-dimensional solution , and F3 (flat crosssection needles); S1, S2, and S3 (squared cross-section needles); and Rh1, Rh2, and Rh3 (rhomboidal cross-section needles). Distance between needles is illustrative. Thickness "a" (h) in F1, F2, F3 is much smaller than the length "b" while it is equal to b in S1, S2, S3. If the sample is placed at the integrating sphere in mode, the light beam is hitting one side of the sample while the light trap is at the other side of the sample; if the sample is placed in mode, the light beam is hitting one side of the sample while the sphere is at the other side of the sample. In (a)-(c), the sample holder is not visible, since the central aperture is bigger than the sphere port. The illuminated area is always smaller than the area of the sample. The arrows represent the incoming light rays and their multiple scattering at the surfaces. Volume scattering (inside the sample) is not shown.
[i.e., the gap size was computed by subtracting the sample needle-projected area from the total measured (illuminated) area]. Therefore, one can expect the multiple scattering effects to influence the values computed from Mesarch's formulae. If the needle transmittance computed using the GF correction is overestimated, then by using (2) and (4) the relationship > can be expressed as > where GF refers to the "real" sample GF. Thus the "real" sample GF is smaller than . The opposite occurs if is underestimated, i.e., the "real" sample GF is larger than the computed . Following the same rationale, if the needle reflectance computed using the GF correction is overestimated, i.e., > , the "real" sample GF is based on (1) and (5) larger than . The contrary applies if is underestimated.
Our hypotheses related to the effects of multiple scattering on Mesarch's method focused on the influence of two factors: 1) the needle cross-section shape and 2) the distance between the needles in the sample. Regarding 1), we expect that for the same gap distance (e.g., F2, S2, and Rh2), the deviation caused by the multiple scattering effects will increase from flat ( ) to squared ( ) to rhomboidal (Rh) cross-section types, due to differences in the light incident angles and in the volume scattering occurring in nonflat cross-section scenarios and Rh [ Fig. 3 (h) and (i)], i.e., the subsurface scattering inside the needles [6] . Concerning 2), we hypothesize that for the same cross-section scenarios (e.g., S1, S2, and S3) the deviation caused by the multiple scattering effects will increase with decreasing gap distance (from 1.5-1.0 to 0.5 mm). This is based on the assumption that photons hitting a needle at angles different from the normal to the needle surface are more likely to re-interact with neighbor needles [e.g., Rh cross-section, Fig. 3 (i) compared to cross section, Fig. 3 (h)], especially if the needles are closer to each other as in small gapdistance scenarios. To test these hypotheses, we computed the deviation of the and the from the theoretical using and where refers to the sample number ( ), to the scenario number ( ) and to the particular wavelength (varying from 450 to 1700 nm). The different cross-section shapes and distances between needles are expected to affect the sharpness of the needle edges in the scanned digital image and subsequently the output computed from this image. Therefore, (7) deals with the effect of the light scattered during the sample scanning. The values used in (7) corresponded to the optimized scanning and processing settings resulting from the sensitivity analysis (Appendix II). Equation (8) focuses on the effect of the needles' multiple scattering during the sample spectral measurements. Ideally, the value should be equal to the "real" sample GF. However, as explained above, factors 1) and 2) are expected to influence the scattering behavior of the incoming photons and cause over-/under-estimation of the values extracted from Mesarch's formulae [cf., (1) and (2)]. Both and are affected by the BEHD. Despite the BEHD, the theoretical , which is computed from the fixed dimension of the artificial needle element and air gaps established per scenario, is the closest reference to the "real" sample GF available. Additionally to the RMSE computations, a paired Student -test on the probability level was applied to test significant difference between , , and per scenario (i.e., difference between and mode) and also between the scenarios.
Since dimensions of "real" needle leaves vary, GF correction of "real" narrow leaves measured with Mesarch's method can rely only on the values. Thus, to test our hypotheses, we also computed the deviation from the corresponding for both and Equation (9) gathers both effects considered in (7) and (8) and neutralizes the BEHD, as the BEHD of the same sample does not change.
Finally, we expect that the amount of photons affected by the multiple scattering during the measurements is the same as during the measurements for a given sample, because the needle elements are not re-aligned between both measurements. Flipping the sample holder when switching from the to the measurement mode ensures that the same side of the sample is always facing the light source. This, however, does not mean that the multiple scattering has the same over-/under-estimating effect on the final and spectra [2] .
E. Validation of OPs after GF Correction
The individual needle-leaf directional-hemispherical and (for terminology see [7] ) per sample per spectral waveband was computed using Mesarch's formulae for GF correction [(1) and (2)]. The used for the correction are the values corresponding to the optimized scanning and processing settings. The resulting and spectra were compared to the corresponding reference through where is the or , is the average broad-leaf reference, is the scenario number (
), is the sample number ( ), and is the wavelength in the range 450-1700 nm. The depends on the broad-leaf reference type (ref): 1) the broad-leaf or for the best sample holder scenario ( or ); or 2) the broad-leaf or measured without sample holder ( and ). In 2), the RMSE in (10) comprised all potential error sources in the method including the sample holder effect, the estimation effect after optimizing the scanning and image processing settings, and the multiple scattering effect between the neighbor needles. In 1), the reference and needle spectra suffer from the same potential sample-holder effects and thus this effect is not included in the output RMSE. Statistical difference between or and the corresponding was tested through a paired Student -test on the probability level . In addition, we computed ignoring the GF correction, i.e., using the standard formulae suggested by the sphere manufacturer for broad (uncut) leaves. The is, therefore, the signal before the GF correction, i.e., the sample in (1) and in (2) formed by both the needle elements and the air gaps and normalized to the white reference panel.
The relationship between these nonGF-corrected reflectance and transmittance signals and the sample GF is expected to be linear, given no error in estimation of GF and no interactions between sample elements and incident beam [2] . However, our multiple scattering hypothesis assumes that light interactions between the needle elements should affect this relationship in a nonlinear way. To verify this expectation, a function fitting analysis was applied per cross-section scenario to assess the nature of the relationship.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Effect of the Sample Holder
First, the effect of introducing a special sample holder for narrow leaves is presented in terms of RMSE based on (3). The results showed that, although the sample holder was never hit by direct light, it caused a signal underestimation at almost all the wavelengths along the selected range, especially for as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Scenario 2 produced the minimum deviation from the corresponding reference signal (Table II) . Thus, if compared to the standard sample holder setup (Scenario 1), adding a sample holder in front of the white reference while acquiring the REF measurements (Table I , Scenario 2) decreases the error to a value of 2% in flat material and 4% in silicon. Error differences between both materials can be attributed to their different OPs and thickness. Scenarios 3 and 4 produced an error per material equal to the one in Scenarios 1 and 2, respectively (results not shown), revealing that an empty sample holder added at the corresponding empty port during the stray light measurements (Table I , Scenarios 3 and 4) has neither effect on nor on . This shows that no light leaks in the measuring system were introduced by the use of a sample holder.
The fact that there is no direct reflection from the sample holder contaminating the signal suggests that the driving force of this error is probably the distance of the sample to the integrating sphere's inner surface caused by the sample holder use. According to [3] , due to the external integrating sphere ports, the outer wall of the sphere is a few millimeters away from the reflecting inner wall and thus a fraction of the transmitted light fails to strike the integrating surface due to absorption around the port edge producing a systematic underestimation of . When using a sample holder, this effect is likely to increase due to the increased distance. These absorbed photons might explain the underestimation of both and in our results, especially in Scenario 1 (Fig. 4) . In Scenario 2, the same absorption affects the measured reference signal to which the recorded and signal is normalized, compensating this effect to some extent. Exceptionally, of the flat plastic material is overestimated up to 10% above 1100 nm.
In our experiment, the 1-mm thickness of the sample holder was selected after several tests done with different thicknesses of the same metallic plates. The sample holder thickness of 1 mm was the minimum thickness possible to prevent the plates from bending slightly when adjusting them to firmly hold real needles of Norway spruce (P. abies (L.) Karst.). With thinner plates, we experienced that when screwing the plates to trap the needles in between them [ Fig. 1(a) ] and prevent misplacements during the measurements, the plates were slightly bending and therefore affecting the position of the illuminated area of the sample and increasing the distance to the sphere's inner wall. Thus, we do not recommend to use thinner plates for needles as thick as 1 mm; however, if the purpose is to measure thinner narrow leaves (e.g., grass) it might be possible to reduce the error by decreasing the thickness of the plates.
We did not test corrections for the absorption effects suggested by [3] , which are based on the assumption of negligible absorption of real broad leaves in the NIR. In addition, it was shown that the effect is not systematic [8] . In needle samples, the multiple scattering caused by the nonflat nature of the needles might cause a portion of the light to be scattered directly onto the edge of the sample port, producing a different response in the absorption than the broad leaves. This is especially interesting when the cross-sectional shape of the needles would result in low scattering angles, which is reported to increase the mentioned effect [9] . In [9] , a diffuser between the sample and the integrating sphere was used during measurements to minimize this apparent absorption problem in low-angle scattering samples. The results showed an improvement on the accuracy of transmittance in glass samples but to the best of our knowledge the technique has never been applied to real leaves.
For the objective of this paper, we recommend to use the sample holder setup of Scenario 2 in order to compensate for the sample holder effect when using a single-beam integrating sphere with external sample ports as the one used in our experiment.
B. Effect of the Multiple Scattering Between Neighbor Needles
The multiple-scattering hypotheses regarding the influence of the needle cross-section shape and the distance between the needles are testing two steps of our measuring method: the first is the sample scanning required for the estimation [ , (7)], and the second is the sample optical measurements [ , (8) ]. Results from [ Fig. 5(a) , left graph] showed that samples with rhomboidal cross-section needles (Rh) have higher errors in their than flat ( ) and squared scenarios ( ) regardless of the gap distance: 10% average error in Rh versus 2%-3% in and . The highest error among the rhomboidal cross-section scenarios appeared at the shortest distances ( ), whereas no pattern on the error variation with gap distance is found in the flat or squared cross-section types. The estimation from the digital scanned images is based on applying a threshold to discriminate the needle pixels from the air gap pixels. Thus, the accuracy, at which the needleair edges are estimated, determines the quality of the output. This accuracy is determined by the selected combination of scanning and processing settings. The optimization efforts in Appendix II showed that the optimal settings can improve yet not eliminate the difference between the and the theoretical reference ( ). Majority of per-scenario comparisons between and values did not show any statistically significant differences ( < ). The only exceptions were the rhomboidal cross-section scenarios: Rh1 and Rh2 in reflectance and Rh1 and Rh3 in transmittance measurements. These four scenarios, having significant differences between and values, correspond with the two largest reflectance and transmittance values, respectively. Comparison of the scenarios in Fig. 5(b) revealed that of the rhomboidal cross-section scenarios (Rh) were on average about 8% lower than in the other cross-section scenarios ( and ) , where the values were equal. This was expected, since the flat ( ) and squared ( ) cross-section needles have the same needle projected area and logically the same for the same measurement area; in the rhomboidal needle scenarios, the needle projected area is larger, and therefore the fraction of gaps and the are smaller. The variation did not follow the same trend. For the flat ( ) and squared ( ) crosssection scenarios, values remained almost similar and corresponding of the best scanning and image processing settings [ , (9); right graph]. RMSE is computed for the wavelength range 450-1700 nm. Labels F1, F2, F3, S1, S2, S3, Rh1, Rh2, and Rh3 on -axis correspond to the standard-needle-sample scenarios. Part (b) presents the average GF values ( ) per needle-sample scenario for reflectance (left graph) and transmittance (right graph).
to the with a 1% difference [ Fig. 5(b) ], attributed to measuring errors (e.g., BEHD). of the rhomboidal cross-section scenarios were 4% lower than in the other crosssection scenarios ( and ), except for the smallest gap distance scenario ( ) where it was 4% higher. This explains the higher (7) occurring at the rhomboidal cross-section needle scenarios and suggests that the cross section of the needle elements modulates the scanner light in a way that cannot be compensated by optimizing the scanning or image processing settings. The small differences shown between flat and squared cross-section scenarios imply that differences in the OPs of the material used to simulate the needles (flat plastic versus the silicon) are not as important as the cross section. The incident light direction during the scanning of rhomboidal crosssection needles is different from the normal to the needle surface producing a longer photon path and inducing more interactions of the photons between neighboring needles. Consequently, the rhomboidal needles appear in the scanned image optically thinner than in reality, which results in a less accurate estimation of their projected needle area. The second error source contributing to the higher of the rhomboidal cross-section needle scenarios is the BEHD, which we expected to be more pronounced in the smallest gap distance scenario ( ). In summary, we observed that: 1) the hypothesis regarding the needle cross-section influence is true for the rhomboidal cases and 2) the hypothesis regarding the needle air gaps is true only if combined with the rhomboidal cross section. For the other scenarios, effective scanning and processing settings were found through the optimization (Appendix II). Best results were achieved for the smallest distance, except for rhomboidal cross section, where 0.5 mm represents less than half-the-needle width. This indicates that the distance smaller than half-the-needle width potentially reinforces the multiple scattering effects between needles. Finally, the difference between in reflectance and transmittance per scenario showed no statistically significant difference ( < ), except for the F1 scenario, where the bias is attributed to measuring errors.
(8) provides results related to the multiple scattering during the spectral measurements performed in the integrating sphere. Different cross-section shapes and distances between the needles induce different scattering behaviors of the interacting photons, which are expected to result in discrepancies between the and the values. Additionally, the BEHD is expected to contribute to the overall error, especially in the nonflat cross-section and/or small gap distance scenarios. Likely, the applicability of to the rhomboidal crosssecton samples is limited by the fact that the thickness of their cross section is not constant. Compared to the needle with 1-mm thick squared cross section, thickness in the rhomboidal needle is 1.41 mm for the central part and decreasing toward the edges. The volume determining the optical thickness of both silicon needle types, is, however, equivalent. We assume that a higher absorption rate in the central part of a rhomboidal needle is compensated by a lower absorption at thinner edges. Moreover, for wavelengths where absorption is low and scattering dominates the measured signal, difference in thickness is less important than difference in cross-section shape ruling the scattering.
Scattering (i.e., albedo
) between 500 and 1700 nm is on average higher than needle absorption ( ). The concept of is, therefore, considered as applicable in this wavelength range also for the rhomboidal cross-section scenarios.
Comparison of against values showed a statistically significant difference for all scenarios ( < ) except the transmittance of rhomboidal cross-section Rh1. When comparing the cross-section scenarios of the same gap distance (e.g., F2, S2, and Rh2), the error generally increased from flat to squared to rhomboidal cross section [ Fig. 5(a), middle graph] , which supports our hypothesis 1). This trend is produced by the values, which, especially in transmittance, tend to increase from to to Rh in most cases [ Fig. 5(b) ]. The S2 error in reflectance, which is higher than Rh2, and also equal errors of F2 and S2 in transmittance are not following this general trend. These exceptions are caused by the value, which, being by definition equal in and , is distorting the trend. The variation explicitly indicates the existence of the multiple scattering effect due to the cross-section shape, especially when comparing and cases. If there is no influence from the multiple scattering, values of and cases should be theoretically similar, as it occurs with the . The results, however, show that is not defined only by the geometry of the sample, but also by the scattering processes triggered by this geometry during the optical measurements. Concerning the second hypothesis about the gap distance, error tendency in the cross-section scenarios differs from the nonflat ( and Rh) ones. In the flat scenarios, the error does not follow the expected trend of increasing error with decreasing needle gap distance. The highest deviation (9%) occurs at gap distances of 1 mm (F2), while more similar values occur for F1 and F3 cases. As expected, the highest errors of the nonflat scenarios appear at the narrowest gap distances (S1 and Rh1; 0.5 mm), except in reflectance of the cases where error behavior is similar to the one found for scenarios. We can, therefore, conclude that the best results are achieved with the smallest distance of 0.5 mm in flat cross-section scenarios, while the opposite occurs in the nonflat cases, where the error is generally higher for Rh needles, especially in transmittance. Since 0.5 mm in Rh cross-section scenarios is less than half-the-needle width, the multiple scattering of photons seems to be reinforced by a too small distance between the needles. In addition, the error variation between the reflectance and transmittance is of 1% for the same flat crosssection scenarios, whereas, in the nonflat cases, the transmittance error values are much higher than the reflectance errors: 5% higher for the squared cross-section scenarios ( ) and 10% for rhomboidal (Rh). These results imply that the cross-section effect appeared to have a greater influence than the gap distances tested in this study, especially for transmittance measurements (average variation of the error due to the cross section is about 14% compared to the 3% variation due to the gap distance).
If we look at the difference between the and values per scenario (Table III) , we observe a systematic overestimation of the needle transmittance happening in the nonflat cross-section scenarios. The fact that the GF-corrected , computed using the most accurate GF available (i.e., ), did not reproduce the "nongap" reference ( ) indicates that the multiple scattering between nonflat needles contributes to the transmittance signal recorded in the integrating sphere.
The results of (9) in Fig. 5(a) (right graph) show a pattern that is similar to , especially in the flat ( ) and squared cross-section scenarios ( ). This suggests that the BEHD, which is not present in , does not have a crucial effect on our values. A higher influence of the BEHD and also of the light scattering effect during the sample scanning can be seen in the rhomboidal cross-section (Rh) scenarios, where was reduced with respect to , especially for the smallest gap distances (Rh1). When comparing and values per scenario, a statistically significant difference ( < ) was found for most cases, except F1, Rh1, and Rh3 in reflectance and Rh1 in transmittance. High overlap of variation ranges [i.e.,
; Fig. 5(b) ] can explain the similarities found in these cases between and . Finally, Fig. 5(b) illustrated a good agreement between the and the reflectance values, whereas the transmittance values are on average 12% higher than the estimations, which is caused mainly by the above discussed contribution from the multiple scattering during the optical measurements.
C. Validation of OPs After GF Correction
Mean individual needle-leaf directional-hemispherical and per spectral waveband computed using Mesarch's formulae for GF correction [ (1) and (2)] were compared to the two available corresponding references (average of 10 samples): 1) the broad-leaf or for the best sample holder scenario ( or ); and 2) the broad-leaf or measured without sample holder ( and ). The results from case 1) [ Fig. 6(a)]) show that the error in transmittance was on average 3% higher than in reflectance for the flat cross-section scenarios ( ) and 7%-10% for the nonflat ( and Rh) scenarios. Statistical analysis revealed no significant difference ( < ) between and (except for F2, F3, S2, and Rh2), whereas the difference between and was significant (except for F1, F2, and F3). As expected, for the same gap distance, error tended to increase in the direction flat-squaredrhomboidal cross sections. Among the same cross-sections and opposite to the expected trend, the error tended to increase from the smallest gap distance (gap scenario ) to the widest (gap scenario ), especially for the nonflat ( and Rh) cases. As already stated in Section III-B, this suggests that half-the-needle width, i.e., 0.5 mm, might be the optimal distance-between-needles at which signal is still negligibly affected by multiple scattering induced by too-close neighbour needles. Conversely, the one-and-half-needle width of 1.5 mm is to be considered as too big. Nevertheless, although, the results in Section III-B showed that GF errors in rhomboidal cross section (where 0.5 mm represents less than half-the-needle width) were higher than in other cross sections, this effect is not as obvious in the GF-corrected signal. One possible reason is that the difference between half-width for rhomboidal needles (0.7 mm) and 0.5 mm is so small that while the GF values are sensitive to it, the spectra after GF correction are not. Exceptionally, the values at gap-distance scenario 2 (1 mm) did not follow the previous pattern and differed per cross-section case. No apparent reason could be found for this exception; therefore, more measurements with a wider range of distance scenarios are recommended for future analyses. Finally, the error variation associated with increasing gap tended to be smaller than the error variation associated with cross section (about 1% smaller in reflectance and 5% in transmittance). Thus, and in line with the results shown in Section III-B, cross-section effect appeared to have a greater influence than the gap distances tested in this study.
These results can be explained by analyzing the GF-corrected needle signal shown in Fig. 7 . The GF-corrected signal tends to be overestimated in the flat and squared cross section but underestimated in the rhomboidal, and conversely, is underestimated in the flat whereas overestimated in the nonflat cases. These results per scenario are in line with the ones shown in Table III . In addition, the higher deviation from the reference occurring in the nonflat cross-section scenarios, especially in transmittance, is obvious. The underestimation of in the flat needles was expected since it has been reported by [2] after their analysis performed on flat "film-strips" needles. This suggests that even though we optimized the GF estimation for this type of needles, the method is still producing an inherent measurement error. The overestimation of in nonflat needles indicates that the increase in recorded signal due to the multiple scattering is such that even the overcorrection originating from the Mesarch's formulae is not able to compensate for it.
In case 2), the error values in reflectance are the same as in case 1) [except 1% decrease on the flat cross-section cases at 1 mm (F2) and 1.5 mm gap distances (F3)]. In transmittance, a systematic 2% error increase occurring in the flat cross-section scenarios contrasted with an approximate 2% error decrease in TABLE III  INFLUENCE OF NEEDLE CROSS-SECTION SHAPE ON THE GF-CORRECTION FORMULAE PERFORMANCE The standard deviation range [error bars in Fig. 5(b) ] overlaps with value.
the nonflat cross-section scenarios [ Fig. 6(a) ]. The error increase in the flat cross-section scenarios can be attributed to the effect of the sample holder (2% ; Table II) , since this effect is included in case 2). However, in the nonflat cross-section scenarios, the sample holder effect (4% ; Table II) does not induce an increase in the error compared to case 1) but a decrease, therefore, improves the total error. Overall, the final error achieved after optimizing Mesarch's method is about 1% in reflectance and 5%-7% in transmittance if the needles are flat. The error increases up to 3%-5% in reflectance and 9%-12% in transmittance for squared cross-section needles ( ) and up to 4%-6% in reflectance and 9%-17% in transmittance for rhomboidal cross-section needles (Rh).
Finally, a function fitting analysis was applied per crosssection scenario to assess if the relationship between nonGFcorrected OPs (i.e., and ) and the sample GF is linear [2] . The flat cross-section ( ) scenario follows the expected linear relationship, whereas in the nonflat cross-section cases ( and Rh), the relationship is closer to a polynomial function of second degree, especially for the Rh case [Table IV and Fig. 6(b) ]. The nonlinear relationship between nonGFcorrected signal and GF supports our hypothesis about the interaction between needles in the nonflat cases. Consequently, irrespective from the various method errors (i.e., optical measurements and GF estimation through scanning and digital image processing), Mesarch's algorithms have a lower accuracy for nonflat cross-section needles, because the multiple scattering effects are not taken into account. Nevertheless, more measurements, testing other gap distances, and perhaps ray tracing computer simulations are needed to solidify this finding. ; left graph) and transmittance of individual needles ( ; right graph) toward two corresponding reference spectra: 1) reference or , i.e., or spectral signal of the broad-leaf measured with no sample holder (" "); and 2) reference or , i.e., or spectral signal of the broad-leaf (uncut) measured in the best sample holder scenario (" "). The labels F1, F2, F3, S1, S2, S3, Rh1, Rh2, and Rh3 in the -axis represent the nine standard-needle-sample scenarios. (b) Curve fitting of nonGF-corrected reflectance and transmittance ( -axes) versus GF values ( -axes) per scenario ( , flat cross-section: , squared cross-section; and Rh, rhomboidal cross-section).
results from fitting are presented in Table IV . Fig. 7 . Average directional-hemispherical reflectance (a) and transmittance (b) spectra from: 1) individual needle leaves, computed after the GF-correction through Mesarch's formulae [ (1) and (2)]; 2) from the broad-leaf measured according to the best sample holder scenario ( or ); and 3) from the broad-leaf measured without sample holder ( and ).
IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, we performed comprehensive uncertainty analyses of the method developed by Mesarch for measuring coniferous needle-leaf OPs. Our study focused on the following measurement aspects: 1) the effect of a sample holder used to support the needles during the measurements, and 2) the effect of the multiple scattering in between the measured artificial needle leaves. Analysis of the sample holder effect showed an average underestimation of the needle transmittance signal of 2% in flat needles and 4% in non-flat needles [based on the RMSE according to (3)]. The results on the sensitivity of the digitally estimated GF to the image acquisition and image processing settings showed that optimization of these settings reduced the deviation considerably, producing a negligible error. However, in spite of using the most optimal settings, multiple scattering between artificial needles was still affecting the digital GF estimation, resulting in average errors of only 2%-3% in samples with flat and squared cross-section needles, but of about 10% in samples with rhomboidal cross-section needles. The last case showed a clear overestimation of the digital GF, especially when the needles were as close to each other as 0.5 mm, which is for needles of rhomboidal cross section less than half-the-needle width. This indicates that half-the-needle width is a threshold at which the multiple scattering between the needles is reinforced and biases the measurement. The results of our sensitivity analysis scenarios suggest that the needle cross section might have a stronger negative effect on the needle-leaf OPs than the needle gap distance. The multiple scattering between artificial needles also affected the signal recorded during the optical measurements, causing higher deviations of nonflat needle samples, particularly in transmittance. The needle transmittance corrected for the GF using Mesarch's formulae was about 10%-20% higher than the "nongap" (broad-leaf) reference. In addition, the relationship between the nonGF-corrected signal and GF is nonlinear in rhomboidal cross-section needles. This suggests that the rhomboidal cross section induces multiple interactions of the incoming light with sample needles, which is distorting the expected linear relationship otherwise observed in flat needles [2] . For this reason, Mesarch's formulae, based on the assumption of a linear GF correction, are inaccurate in computing the OPs of nonflat needles. Overall, the final error achieved after optimizing the image scanning and processing settings was about 1% in reflectance and 5%-7% in transmittance for flat needles. The error increased up to 3%-5% in reflectance and 9%-12% in transmittance for squared cross-section needles, and even up to 4%-6% in reflectance and 9%-17% in transmittance for rhomboidal cross-section needles. In general, more accurate OPs can be achieved when the distance between measured needles is about half the needle width (i.e., 0.5 or 0.7 mm in our cases). The results of this study pointed out that approaches designed to measure more comprehensively OPs of nonflat coniferous needle samples should take into account multiple scattering between the measured leaves as currently done in radiative transfer modeling.
APPENDIX I
Technical details about the sample holder configurations are presented in Fig. 8 . Computation of in (1) and in (2) was done through the algorithms (11) and (12) recommended by the sphere manufacturers: and where is the reflectance of the calibrated reference standard at wavelength and the other inputs are explained in Table I . Each measured input represented an average of 100 spectral scans.
APPENDIX II OPTIMIZATION OF SCANNING AND PROCESSING SETTINGS FOR DIGITAL GF ESTIMATION
The is defined as the ratio of the number of air gap pixels inside the measured (i.e., illuminated) area of a needle sample to the total number of pixels inside the measurement area (number of needle pixels gap pixels, represented by the empty . Pol. 2 corresponds to polynomial of second degree: . scanned mask). Computation of the required masking and scanning each needle sample and subsequently processing the digital output image. The total number of air-gap pixels in the digital image was calculated by applying a "white-pixel-threshold" to discriminate gap pixels from needle pixels [2] . The optimal scanning settings [resolution ( ), brightness ( ) and contrast ( )] and the "white-pixel-threshold" values ( ) were identified by conducting two sensitivity analyses. For the first one, we built three 1-needle-sample scenarios, one per needle cross-section shape available in our study (i.e., flat-, squared-, and rhomboidal-Rh). Each sample (5 per scenario) was composed of only 1 needle element, which was carefully placed inside the sample holder at a known distance from the center of the holder aperture. We scanned each masked (1-needle) sample applying 300 scan-settings scenarios defined by the varying scan combination (Table V , first sensitivity analysis). All scans were saved as 8-bit-gray scale digital images and each of them subsequently processed to estimate the . The processing was performed for each scan, according to 49 image-processing scenarios, where the "white-pixel-threshold" ( ) was varying between 5.1 and 249.9 (corresponding to values within the range of an 8-bit-gray scale digital image-0 to 256-selected in 2% steps). and were computed per 1-needle-sample scenario from each scan. The sensitivity of the to the scanning and image-processing settings was analyzed with (13) for all combinations by varying one of the four parameters at a time and fixing the others at their minimum, median and maximum value:
where is the GF estimated for the standard-needle-sample scenario , from the digital image of sample , which was scanned and processed with the mask for scan-settings scenario and image-processing scenario ; the is the corresponding for the same . No significant differences are expected between the resulting and for a sample of the same combination, because there is no repositioning of the needles inside the sample holder when measuring and scanning a sample in and mode. Only the size of the illuminated area differs slightly during the OPs measurements, which translates into the use of and specific masks during the scanning and digital image processing. Following this rationale, the sensitivity analysis was performed only for scans (i.e., samples with mask). The BEHD in the 1-needle samples is expected to be almost negligible (it is feasible to position a single needle in the sample holder with the desirable precision). Therefore, this is used as the best indicator of the error inherited from the GF estimation via digital image processing.
Based on the results from the first sensitivity analysis, we performed a second sensitivity analysis applied on all samples corresponding to the nine needle sample scenarios (F1, F2, F3, S1, S2, S3, Rh1, Rh2, and Rh3). Here, we used the optimal 3 scansettings scenarios identified within the previous extensive sensitivity analysis (Table V , first sensitivity analysis) and all scans were digitally processed according to the same 49 imageprocessing scenarios used in the first sensitivity analysis. The effect of the GF estimation through scanning and image processing for each combinations was analyzed through (13) as in the first analysis. Following the same logic used in the first sensitivity analysis, this second sensitivity analysis was carried out only for scans (using mask) and subsequently the resulting optimal per scenario were used to compute the final and per sample per scenario.
As explained in Section II-D, potential differences are expected in the optimal settings per scenario due to variations in the scattering behavior of the scanner light caused by the different needle cross-section shapes and distance between needles. These scattering effects might result in different sharpness of the needle element edges in the scanned digital images forcing the need for specific optimal settings per scenario.
EFFECT OF THE GF ESTIMATION THROUGH DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING
The results from the first sensitivity analysis (i.e., 1-needlesample scenarios, Table V) showed that the deviation of the from the expressed through (13), followed a similar pattern among the three available cross-section scenarios, Fig. 8 . Examples of sample holder configurations: (a) top view of " " described in Table I (two sample holder plates and the needles in between); (b) top-view of " " (Table I) ; (c)-(f) show a top view of the ASD integrating sphere for reflectance mode configurations: (c) ( Table I) for Scenario 1; (d) ( Table I) for Scenario 2; (e) ( Table I) for Scenario 1; (f) ( Table I) for Scenario 2; (g)-(i) show a top view of the ASD integrating sphere for transmittance mode configurations: (g) ( Table I) for Scenario 1 and 2; (h) ( Table I) for Scenario 1; (i) ( Table I) for Scenario 2. Port E has the white plug in all configurations (not shown).
with higher values in the rhomboidal cross section (Rh) than in the flat ( ) and squared ( ) ones, where the values are similar. Regardless of the scanning settings, the maximum error appeared always when the image-processing threshold ( ) was fixed at the minimum value, with error values being: 19(3)% for flat ( ) and squared ( ) cross-section scenarios; and 28(4)% in rhomboidal (Rh) ones (numbers between brackets refer to the standard deviation). Conversely, if the threshold was not fixed at its minimum, error decreases to 1(0.3)% 4(1)% in rhomboidal scenario], irrespective of the other parameters. If the scanning settings were fixed at their minimum or median values, the error variation with increasing threshold showed an inflexion point (exact value differs per scenario) from which lower threshold values trigger the maximum error. Threshold values above the inflexion point caused error drops of 20% in the flat ( ) and squared ( ) scenarios and of almost 30% in the rhomboidal (Rh) ones, resulting in a stable error value ( < ). The optimal threshold value (i.e., for minimum error) differed per scenario and produced minimum errors of 0.1%. If the scanning settings were fixed at their maximum, error values stayed stable for all thresholds but increased among the cross-section scenarios: 1% for the flat scenario ( ); 2% for the squared cross section ( ); and 7% for the rhomboidal (Rh) one. Thus, the main findings from the first sensitivity analysis are: 1) the reliability of the is mainly driven by the threshold value; 2) needles cross section affects the image processing and thus optimal threshold differs per scenario, as expected; and 3) selection of the proper threshold can ensure a negligible effect of the GF estimation through scanning and image processing (0.1%).
Based on the higher sensitivity of the to the threshold value, the scan-setting scenarios were optimized to the best three combinations, whereas the 49 image-processing scenarios (threshold values) remained unchanged during the second sensitivity analysis (Table V) . The results here showed that, similarly to the first sensitivity analysis, variation of the error according to the scanning settings followed a similar pattern in all the nine needle-sample scenarios, with a bigger deviation in the rhomboidal cross-section scenarios than in the flat ( ) and squared ( ) ones. The error here appeared to be also driven by the threshold value. Thus, the scanning settings ( ) combination corresponding to a resolution of 800 ppi, and 0% contrast and brightness (800-0-0) was selected and fixed in further analysis, aiming to standardize the technique involving the lowest requirements possible, i.e., 800-0-0 settings are easily available in common and low-cost scanners.
For this scanning setting (800-0-0), the error variation with increasing threshold (values from 5.1 to 249.9) showed also an inflexion point, below which lower threshold values triggered errors above 100%. This point differs per scenario covering 30% of the lowest threshold values among the available range (5.1-249.9), i.e., from 0 to 77 (absolute values per scenario in Table VI ). For thresholds above the critical value, the following patterns were observed: 1) for the same gap-distance scenarios (e.g., F1, S1, and Rh1), the effect of the needle cross section triggered higher errors in the rhomboidal cross-section scenarios (Rh) and similar in the flat ( ) and squared ( ) ones; 2) for the same cross-section scenarios (e.g., F1, F2, and F3), the effect of the gap distance between needles showed that errors tended to be higher at gap distance Scenario 1 (0.5 mm, e.g., F1) and lowest at gap distance Scenario 2 (1 mm, e.g., F2), closely followed by values at Scenario 3; and 3) for the same threshold value, the error corresponding to a certain needle sample scenarios was higher that at the corresponding 1-needle-sample scenario (e.g., Rh1, Rh2, or Rh3 versus Rh 1-needle scenario). This difference was higher in the rhomboidal cross-section scenarios (Rh). These three error patterns support our hypotheses about the BEHD increase, except for the slightly lower error in gap Scenario 2 (1 mm) instead of in 3 (1.5 mm).
As expected, the optimal threshold, i.e., the value giving the lowest error per needle-sample scenario, differed per scenario (Table VI) . Similarly, if we compared results from a needlesample scenario with its corresponding 1-needle-sample scenario (e.g., S1, S2, and S3 standard-needle sample scenarios versus S 1-needle sample), we found not only an increase in the error in the first ones, but also a change in the optimal threshold value. This supports the hypothesis concerning the effect of the needle crosssection shape and gap distance on the multiple scattering of the scanner light. In 1-needle-sample scenarios, where BEHD is assumed to be negligible, for a different material (flat plastic versus silicon), the optimal value is different because of differences in the material properties. Also, for the same material but different cross section ( and Rh 1-needle-sample scenarios), photons from the scanner light will be hitting the needle surface at different incident angles [ Fig. 3(h) versus (i) ], and scattered differently, which results again in different optimal values, due to differences in the needle-edge sharpness. This is also supported by the broader critical threshold value range observed in rhomboidal 1-needle-sample scenario, where higher thresholds are needed to sharpen the image and reduce the error in the . However, once the critical threshold value range is passed, the error stays stable for the three 1-needle-sample scenarios no matter the cross-section shape, and the error can be negligible if the proper threshold value is selected in each scenario. Nevertheless, this is not the case when we increase the number of needles in the scanned area, as in the nine needle- sample scenarios. For the nine needle-sample scenarios, on top of the effect caused by material and cross-section shape differences, photons hitting the needle surface might be scattered toward neighbor needles, especially if they hit in a direction different from the normal to the needle surface [Rh cross section; Fig. 3(i) ] and if the needles are close to each other. This modulates the scanner light in a different way leading once more to changes in the optimal value per scenario and resulting in higher errors, especially in case of rhomboidal cross-section needle scenarios ( (7) in Section III-B).
RECOMMENDATIONS
We would like to finalize this section by giving some recommendations to potential users of this methodology. Differences per scenario on the optimal threshold make the standardization of the estimation a complicated task, even enhanced in real needle samples due to the irregular shape and size of the needles. Based on our results, we recommend keeping the scanning settings ( ) combination on 800-0-0 as a standard, since the error is driven by the threshold value. We also recommend selecting a threshold value higher than the first 40% values of the available range (5.1-249.9). In Table VI , we provide a selection of threshold value ranges corresponding to the minimum deviation of 1%. We recommend applying the threshold values corresponding to the closest cross-section shape available in Table VI and leaving a gap distance between the needles similar to half-needle width, since the 0.5-mm gapdistance scenario appears to give the lowest error. As an example, for Norway spruce (P. abies (L.) Karst.; rhomboidal cross section) or Scots pine needles (Pinus sylvestris L.; semicircular cross section), we would select the values from the scenario Rh at 0.5-mm distance.
Finally, the selection of the threshold value range in this analysis is very specific and chosen to cover all possible values available in our 8-bit gray-scale digital images. Scanned images saved in formats other than 8-bit gray-scale might require an adaptation of the threshold range according to the same logic. Nevertheless, aiming to standardize the technique as much as possible, we provide all results concerning the threshold values as a % for the available range, 5.1-249.9 (i.e., instead of selecting the value 249.9 select the value corresponding to 98% of the available range in the specific digital image, e.g., 16-bit gray scale). However, error propagation in a different range of values has to be tested.
